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Let’s celebrate collecting
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The time has come to celebrate your stuff. It might
sound silly, or even obvious, but the truth is that many
feel stressed to have less. Even when a lot of the things
carry an emotional value, you might still be dreaming of
clearing out your shelves. We hear you.
But what if the true trend is not about having less, but
about guilt-free collecting? There’s a reason behind not
getting rid of, and instead putting on display for the
world to see. Many times we collect because it brings
us immense joy; because it spreads a sense of peace to
a small part of this chaotic world. Because the present
becomes a tad bit closer to the past.
The SAMMANHANG collection is not here to judge you
for loving to collect stuff, nor is it here to steal the
spotlight from your collection. It’s just here to make
it look better - to celebrate your personal process of
collecting.
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For your stories to be told
Launching August 2018, SAMMANHANG is a
collection of open and closed units for embracing
and displaying your belongings. Ranging from
the smallest of boxes, to pieces of furniture, the
collection is created in collaboration with seven
designers. In a variety of materials, SAMMANHANG
shows a side of IKEA storage that you perhaps
aren’t as used to seeing.

“We are very good at storage at IKEA
– enabling you to pack away your
things in a very rational way. With
SAMMANHANG we want to explore
how to touch the emotional side of
storage.”
- James Futcher, IKEA Creative Leader

PH153871

PH153860

SAMMANHANG glass dome
with base, set of 2 CHF 14.95
Clear glass/cork 204.133.06

SAMMANHANG box with lid,
set of 4 CHF 19.95 100%
recycled and laminated
paperboard. Dark grey
004.123.55
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For those who collect ships,
put it into SAMMANHANG.

Gone are the days of having “too much stuff”. SAMMANHANG
recognises that “all that stuff” is more than just objects to
be scrutinized and stored. They’re the chapters of your life;
subjects of pride - fond memories, pools of knowledge and
valued symbols from the past - all stories awaiting to be told.

Put it into SAMMANHANG
The word, “sammanhang” actually means “context” in
Swedish. So, what it’s really all about is placing your
collection of items into context.

PH153872

SAMMANHANG
coffee table
CHF 79.95
204.124.44
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SAMMANHANG
coffee table

CHF
79.95
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For those who collect
art supplies, put it into
SAMMANHANG.

For those who collect
jewellry, put it into
SAMMANHANG.

SAMMANHANG
tray stand with trays

CHF 33.80

SAMMANHANG
glass box with lid

ab CHF
5.95

PH153862

SAMMANHANG
series.
Tray stand
CHF 12.95
L50×W16,
H39cm.
904.120.92
Tray CHF 6.95/
each L50×W16cm.
White/black
304.121.08
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SAMMANHANG
glass boxes
with lid.
Ø13, H8cm
CHF 5.95/each
704.157.51
Ø18, H6cm
CHF 7.95/each
204.179.79
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Designers: Lisa Widén and Anna Wallin

Can something highlight your favourite
things without stealing the spotlight?
Designduo, Lisa Widén and Anna Wallin Irinarchos are answering their own question
by designing what they refer to as “the cake stand”. It’s just big enough for the most
common collectibles, and just small enough to fit on your windowsill or table. “You can
of course pile up lots of sweets and treats, but also other items, like jewellry and beauty
products. In the hallway it’s a good spot for your mail, keys and coins. Everything gets a
little nicer when it has its own designated space.”
They’ve also created a display box for
the SAMMANHANG collection that can
be used as a mini-exhibit.

“We found inspiration for the
display box in galleries and
museums usually, and how
they display collections and
valuable objects. Just as we
hope you’ll feel like doing ‒
on a wall or a shelf.”
- Lisa Widén and Anna Wallin, Designers

PH153861

SAMMANHANG display
stand CHF 29.95
904.139.30
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SAMMANHANG display
box with lid CHF 39.95
104.138.49
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Designers: Joel and Kate Booy

Can display solutions be
created without using
glass?
Design team and couple, Joel and Kate Booy, also
known as design studio Truly Truly, have studied the
properties of glass - and how to display without it.
“The SAMMANHANG boxes with lids are made out
of mesh - a material that partially displays the
contents, without hiding them.” Another perk of
working with mesh is that it’s very easy to shape.
Kate and Joel pressed two layers together to create
exciting patterns. When you want to display the
contents, just lift off the lid. “A lot of functionality
from so little material. A perfect combination.”
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SAMMANHANG box with lid,
set of 2 CHF 9.95 Grey
604.157.61

SAMMANHANG box with lid,
set of 2 CHF 9.95 White
504.123.05
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Designers: Joel and Kate Booy

Not too far from the thinking of the mesh boxes,
the duo also looked at how to hide and display with
glass - a material we are used to as transparent
and revelaing.

“We were inspired by glass and its
reflective properties; the way light
travels through it and bends and
warps your perception. We chose to
focus on the juxtaposition of hiding
and revealing objects at the same
time.”
Half of the side of the shelf has ribbed glass and
the other half has clear glass, so you can turn them
as you prefer ‒ to hide the contents or to have
them stand out.
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SAMMANHANG display box CHF 49.95
White/glass 204.123.78

SAMMANHANG glass boxes with lid.
Ø13, H8cm CHF 5.95/each 704.157.51
Ø18, H6cm CHF 7.95/each 204.179.79
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Designer: Hanna-Kaarina Heikkilä

“Still lives were an interesting source of
inspiration for me. I thought about how to
create beautiful, static, surprising moments
by displaying collections.
My idea with SAMMANHANG glass boxes was
to create something both functional and
emotional. A simple product that you can
use to organise small things nicely in the
bathroom, kitchen and hallway – pretty much
anywhere in the home.”
- Hanna-Kaarina Heikkilä, Designer

PH153868

SAMMANHANG glass boxes with lid.
L13×W13, H8cm CHF 4.95/each
604.121.40
L13×W13, H12cm CHF 5.95/each
104.121.14
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Designer: Hanna-Kaarina Heikkilä

PH153867

PH153860

PH153889

SAMMANHANG box with lid,
set of 3, large CHF 16.95
Cork 404.137.39

SAMMANHANG box with lid,
set of 4 CHF 19.95 100%
recycled and laminated
paperboard. Dark grey
004.123.55

SAMMANHANG box with lid,
set of 3, CHF 14.95
Cork 004.137.36
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Designer: Hanna-Kaarina Heikkilä
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PH153730

PE700434

SAMMANHANG cabinet CHF 499.–
Cork and powder coated steel.
W75×H181cm. 204.138.44

SAMMANHANG cabinet CHF 499.–
Cork and powder coated steel.
W75×H181cm. 204.138.44
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Designer: Iina Vuorivirta

From childhood memory
to IKEA storage idea
“As a child, I collected matchboxes and filled them with
everything from money to small stones and other things
I found outdoors.” Perhaps you did that too? In order for
designer Iina Vuorivirta to keep track of all her hundreds of
match boxes as a kid, she decorated them in different ways.
Who would’ve guessed that it would later on in life turn into
the inspiration for three SAMMANHANG boxes? “They are
slightly bigger than my boxes, and the two small ones fit
in the large one – so there’s space for many secrets and
treasures.”

PH153864

SAMMANHANG box,
set of 3 CHF 9.95
104.138.54
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Designer: Iina Vuorivirta

Iina has also designed tiny domes, as well as a wall shelf for
this collection.

“I wanted to create a type of platform for
things you want to display. This resulted in
SAMMANHANG wall shelf, with room for big
and small things.”
It’s quite perfect if you want to create a personalised exhibit
with exciting postcards, small figurines, colourful skateboards
or quirky souvenirs. “Personally I will line up my small
cactuses in a nice green row.”

PH153873

SAMMANHANG wall
shelf CHF 14.95
604.123.00
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Designer: Iina Vuorivirta

PH153865
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PH153871

SAMMANHANG glass dome
with base, set of 2 CHF 14.95
Clear glass 904.181.50

SAMMANHANG glass
dome with base, set of 2
CHF 14.95 Clear glass/dark
grey 304.123.30

SAMMANHANG glass dome
with base, set of 2 CHF 14.95
Clear glass/cork 204.133.06
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Designer: Henrik Preutz

“Use the shelf in the kitchen for
storing spices, herbs and all the other
stuff that clutters your counter top. In
the bathroom, for nail polish and all
kinds of makeup. On your bookshelf to
display all the tiny, pretty things you
bought at the flea market. Show off
your amazing creations or favourite
toys. In your hallway, for keys, wallets
and other stuff for grabbing and going.
Or place it on your dining table and fill
it with treats for your next party!”
- Henrik Preutz, Designer

PH154007

PH153862

SAMMANHANG series.
Tray stand CHF 12.95 L28×W20, H39cm.
204.120.95
Tray CHF 4.95/each L28×W20cm.
Black/grey 904.176.26

SAMMANHANG series.
Tray stand CHF 12.95 L50×W16,
H39cm. 904.120.92
Tray CHF 6.95/each L50×W16cm.
White/black 304.121.08
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Designer: Aaron Probyn

“Let your creativity flow!”
Wise words exclaimed by designer, Aaron Probyn, who
wanted to create something that allowed collectors to display
their items in an organised way, that enhances one another,
and gives the entire collection a boost. That’s how the round
SAMMANHANG display shelf came to life.

PH153863

SAMMANHANG display shelf,
set of 2 CHF 14.95
Grey 204.123.21
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Designer: Aaron Probyn

“It has a simple, round shape and a
neutral look ‒ which highlights the
things you place on top. Display them
as you like ‒ next to each other, on top
of each other, in groups or on
their own.”
- Aaron Probyn, Designer
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SAMMANHANG display shelf,
set of 2 CHF 14.95
Beech 904.123.13

SAMMANHANG display shelf
CHF 14.95 604.123.24
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Designer: Aaron Probyn

The second piece Aaron designed for the collection was
inspired by a collector herself: his wife.

“My wife loves to collect things and always
comes home with something new. The big
challenge is to create space for everything.
It gave me the idea for SAMMANHANG coffee
table.”
With sliding doors on either side of the table, it’s easy to
create new copmpositions of items to admire during your
afternoon coffee or tea. “The table’s neutral design allows the
things inside to stand out, just as they should.”

PH153872

SAMMANHANG
coffee table
CHF 79.95
204.124.44
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Which collector are you?
Regardless of who you are, or what your home looks
like, perhaps there lies a tiny collector within all of us –
maximalist and minimalist alike.
As a part of this collector journey, we visited four
distinct collectors to learn more about their collections
and why they collect; a niche collector, a creative
collector, autobiographical collectors and a minimal
collector. Get to know these unique individuals on
http://IKEA.com/SAMMANHANG.
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PRODUCTS

PE677471

PE677474

PE677476

PE677478

PE677479

PE677485

PE677521

PE677558

SAMMANHANG box, set of 3
CHF 9.95

SAMMANHANG box with lid, set
of 2 CHF 9.95

SAMMANHANG box with lid, set
of 2 CHF 9.95

SAMMANHANG box with lid, set
of 3 CHF 14.95

SAMMANHANG box with lid, set
of 3, large CHF 16.95

SAMMANHANG box with lid, set
of 4 CHF 19.95

SAMMANHANG coffee table
CHF 79.95

SAMMANHANG display box
CHF 49.95

Comprises: 1 box (28x17,5x7 cm)
and 2 boxes (16x10x5 cm). 100%
recycled and laminated paperboard.
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Black/
white 104.138.54

Comprises: 1 box (22x14x5cm)
and 1 box (dia. 14cm, height 5cm).
Powder coated steel. Designer: J
Booy/K Booy. Grey 604.157.61

Comprises: 1 box (22x14x5cm)
and 1 box (dia. 14cm, height 5cm).
Powder coated steel. Designer: J
Booy/K Booy. White 504.123.05

Comprises: 1 box (20x16x7cm)
1 box (18x14x6cm) and 1 box
(16x12x5cm). Cork. Designer: H-K
Heikkilä/I Vuorivirta. 004.137.36

Comprises: 1 box (26x22x10cm)
1 box (24x20x9cm) and 1 box
(22x18x8cm). Cork. Designer: H-K
Heikkilä/I Vuorivirta. 404.137.39

Comprises: 1 box (31x31x13cm),
1 box (30x15x11cm) and 2 boxes
(13x13x9cm). 100% recycled and
laminated paperboard. Designer:
Hanna-Kaarina Heikkilä. Dark grey
004.123.55

Powder coated steel and tempered
glass. Designer: Aaron Probyn.
L70×W70, H37cm. Grey/glass
204.124.44

Powder coated steel and tempered
glass. Designer: J Booy/K Booy.
W35×D35, H50cm. White/glass
204.123.78

PE677488

PE677490

PE677493

PE677504

PE677503

PE677505

PE677556

PE681678

SAMMANHANG display shelf
CHF 14.95

SAMMANHANG display shelf, set
of 2 CHF 14.95

SAMMANHANG display shelf, set
of 2 CHF 14.95

SAMMANHANG glass dome with
base, set of 2 CHF 14.95

SAMMANHANG glass dome with
base, set of 2 CHF 14.95

SAMMANHANG glass dome with
base, set of 2 CHF 14.95

SAMMANHANG display box with
lid CHF 39.95

SAMMANHANG display stand
CHF 29.95

Brass-plated aluminium and
tempered glass. Designer: Aaron
Probyn. Ø16cm. Metal/glass
604.123.24

Comprises: 1 shelf (dia. 15cm,
height 3cm) and 1 shelf (dia. 12cm,
height 3cm). Clear lacquered solid
beech. Designer: Aaron Probyn.
Beech 904.123.13

Comprises: 1 shelf (dia. 15cm,
height 3cm) and 1 shelf (dia.
12cm, height 3cm). Painted finish.
Designer: Aaron Probyn. Grey
204.123.21

Comprises: 1 dome (dia. 7.5cm,
height 12.5cm) and 1 dome (dia.
10.5cm, height 7cm). Glass.
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Clear
glass 904.181.50

Comprises: 1 dome (dia. 7.5cm,
height 12.5cm) and 1 dome (dia.
10.5cm, height 7cm). Glass and
cork. Designer: Iina Vuorivirta.
Clear glass/cork 204.133.06

Comprises: 1 dome (dia. 7.5cm,
height 12.5cm) and 1 dome (dia.
10.5cm, height 7cm). Glass.
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Clear
glass/dark grey 304.123.30

Powder coated steel and tempered
glass. Designer: A Wallin
Irinarchos/L Widén. L30×W30,
H31cm. Black/glass 104.138.49

Powder coated steel. Designer:
A Wallin Irinarchos/L Widén.
W55×D23, H29cm. Black
904.139.30

PE677496

PE677720

PE677553

PE677555

PE677532

PE677544

PE677546

PE677550

SAMMANHANG glass box with
lid CHF 4.95

SAMMANHANG glass box with
lid CHF 5.95

SAMMANHANG glass box with
lid CHF 5.95

SAMMANHANG glass box with
lid CHF 7.95

SAMMANHANG tray stand
CHF 12.95

SAMMANHANG tray CHF 4.95

SAMMANHANG tray CHF 4.95

SAMMANHANG tray CHF 4.95

Glass. Designer: Hanna-Kaarina
Heikkilä. L13×W13, H8cm. Clear
glass 604.121.40

Glass. Designer: Hanna-Kaarina
Heikkilä. L13×W13, H12cm. Clear
glass 104.121.14

Glass. Designer: J Booy/K Booy.
Ø13, H8cm. Clear glass 704.157.51

Glass. Designer: J Booy/K Booy.
Ø18, H6cm. Clear glass 204.179.79

Powder coated steel. Designer:
Henrik Preutz. L28×W20, H39cm.
Black 204.120.95

High-pressure melamine laminate.
L28×W20cm. Black/grey
904.176.26

High-pressure melamine laminate.
Designer: Hanna-Kaarina Heikkilä.
L28×W20cm. White 704.174.96

High-pressure melamine laminate.
L28×W20cm. White/black
404.174.88
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PRODUCTS

PE677531

PE677542

PE677548

PE677540

PE677551

PE677562

PE677494

SAMMANHANG tray stand
CHF 12.95

SAMMANHANG tray CHF 6.95

SAMMANHANG tray CHF 6.95

SAMMANHANG tray CHF 6.95

SAMMANHANG cabinet CHF 499.–

High-pressure melamine laminate.
Designer: Hanna-Kaarina
Heikkilä. L50×W16cm. Black/grey
304.176.29

High-pressure melamine laminate.
L50×W16cm. White 804.174.91

High-pressure melamine laminate.
L50×W16cm. White/black
304.121.08

SAMMANHANG wall shelf
CHF 14.95

SAMMANHANG display box
CHF 14.95

Powder coated steel. Designer:
Henrik Preutz. L50×W16, H39cm.
Black 904.120.92
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Powder coated steel. Designer: Iina
Vuorivirta. W80×D8, H6.5cm. Black
604.123.00

Cork and powder coated steel.
Designer: Hanna-Kaarina Heikkilä.
W75×H181cm. 204.138.44

Clear lacquered solid birch and
plywood. Designer: Nike Karlsson.
L50×W23, H7cm. Birch 004.123.36
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CONTACT
AUGUST 2018
Manuel Rotzinger | IKEA AG | Müslistrasse 16 | 8957 Spreitenbach
E-Mail manuel.rotzinger@ikea.com | Phone +41 79 887 29 34
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